
4756  Concordance Study

4756 Lu 2:13 host

4756 Ac 7:42 host

 

~~~~~~

 4756.  Strong's Dictionary Study

4756. stratia {strat-ee'-ah} feminine of a derivative of stratos
(an army; from the base of 4766, as encamped); camp-likeness, i.
e. an army, i.e. (figuratively) the angels, the celestial
luminaries: --host.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4756 -- host.

4755   Interlinear Index Study

4755  LUK 022 004 And he went  LUK 0565 -aperchomai -  his way ,
 and communed 4814 -sullaleo -  with the chief  LUK 0749 -
archiereus -  priests 0749 -archiereus -  and captains  {4755} -
strategos -  ,  how  4459 -pos -  he might betray  3860 -
paradidomi -  him unto them .

4755  LUK 022 052 Then  1161 -de -  Jesus  2424 -Iesous -  said  
2036 -epo -  unto the chief  LUK 0749 -archiereus -  priests  
LUK 0749 -archiereus -  ,  and captains {4755} -strategos -  of
the temple  2411 -hieron -  ,  and the elders 4245 -presbuteros -
  ,  which were come  3854 -paraginomai -  to him ,  Be ye come  
1831 -exerchomai -  out ,  as against  1909 -epi -  a thief 3027
-leistes -  ,  with swords  3162 -machaira -  and staves 3586 -
xulon -  ?

4755  ACT 004 001 .  And as they spake <2980 -laleo -> unto the
people <2992 -laos -> ,  the priests <2409 -hiereus -> ,  and
the captain <{4755} -strategos -> of the temple <2411 -hieron ->
,  and the Sadducees <4523 -Saddoukaios -> ,  came <2186 -
ephistemi -> upon them ,

4755  ACT 005 024 Now <1161 -de -> when <5613 -hos -> the high
<2409 -hiereus -> priest <0749 -archiereus -> and the captain
<{4755} -strategos -> of the temple <2411 -hieron -> and the
chief <0749 -archiereus -> priests <0749 -archiereus -> heard
<0191 -akouo -> these <5128 -toutous -> things <3056 -logos -> ,
 they doubted <1280 -diaporeo -> of them whereunto <5101 -tis ->
this <5124 -touto -> would grow <1096 -ginomai -> .

4755  ACT 005 026 .  Then <5119 -tote -> went <0565 -aperchomai -
> the captain <{4755} -strategos -> with the officers <5257 -
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huperetes -> ,  and brought <0071 -ago -> them without <3326 -
meta -> violence <0970 -bia -> :  for they feared <5399 -phobeo -
> the people <2992 -laos -> ,  lest <3361 -me -> they should
have been stoned <3034 -lithazo -> .

4755  ACT 016 020 And brought <4317 -prosago -> them to the
magistrates <{4755} -strategos -> ,  saying <2036 -epo -> ,  
These <3778 -houtos -> men <0444 -anthropos -> ,  being <5225 -
huparcho -> Jews <2453 -Ioudaios -> ,  do exceedingly <1613 -
ektarasso -> trouble <1613 -ektarasso -> our city <4172 -polis -
> ,

4755  ACT 016 022 And the multitude <3793 -ochlos -> rose <4911 -
sunephistemi -> up together <4911 -sunephistemi -> against <2596
-kata -> them :  and the magistrates <{4755} -strategos -> rent
<4048 -perirrhegnumi -> off <4048 -perirrhegnumi -> their
clothes <2440 -himation -> ,  and commanded <2753 -keleuo -> to
beat <4463 -rhabdizo ->  [ them ]  .

4755  ACT 016 035 .  And when it was day <2250 -hemera -> ,  the
magistrates <{4755} -strategos -> sent <0649 -apostello -> the
serjeants <4465 -rhabdouchos -> ,  saying <3004 -lego -> ,  Let
<0630 -apoluo -> those <1565 -ekeinos -> men <0444 -anthropos ->
go <0630 -apoluo -> .

4755  ACT 016 036 And the keeper <1200 -desmophulax -> of the
prison <1200 -desmophulax -> told <0518 -apaggello -> this <5128
-toutous -> saying <3056 -logos -> to Paul <3972 -Paulos -> ,  
The magistrates <{4755} -strategos -> have sent <0649 -apostello
-> to let <0630 -apoluo -> you go <0630 -apoluo -> :  now <3568 -
nun -> therefore <3767 -oun -> depart <1831 -exerchomai -> ,  
and go <4198 -poreuomai -> in peace <1515 -eirene -> .

4755  ACT 016 038 And the serjeants <4465 -rhabdouchos -> told
<0312 -anaggello -> these <5023 -tauta -> words <4487 -rhema ->
unto the magistrates <{4755} -strategos -> :  and they feared
<5399 -phobeo -> ,  when they heard <0191 -akouo -> that they
were Romans <4514 -Rhomaios -> .

 

~~~~~~

  stratia 4756 -- host.

* host , 4756 ,

 

~~~~~~

   a 4758 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  a 4758 # stratologeo {strat-ol-og-eh'-o}; from a compound of
the base of 4756 and 3004 (in its original sense); to gather (or
select) as a warrior, i.e. enlist in the army: -- choose to be
{a} soldier.[ql

  army 4760 # stratopedon {strat-op'-ed-on}; from the base of
4756 and the same as 3977; a camping-ground, i.e. (by
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implication) a body of troops: -- {army}.[ql

  be 4758 # stratologeo {strat-ol-og-eh'-o}; from a compound of
the base of 4756 and 3004 (in its original sense); to gather (or
select) as a warrior, i.e. enlist in the army: -- choose to {be}
a soldier.[ql

  captain 4755 # strategos {strat-ay-gos'}; from the base of
4756 and 71 or 2233; a general, i.e. (by implication or analogy)
a (military) governor (proetor), the chief (prefect) of the
(Levitical) temple-wardens: -- {captain}, magistrate.[ql

  choose 4758 # stratologeo {strat-ol-og-eh'-o}; from a compound
of the base of 4756 and 3004 (in its original sense); to gather
(or select) as a warrior, i.e. enlist in the army: -- {choose}
to be a soldier.[ql

  go 4754 # strateuomai {strat-yoo'-om-ahee}; middle voice from
the base of 4756; to serve in a military campaign; figuratively,
to execute the apostolate (with its arduous duties and
functions), to contend with carnal inclinations: -- soldier,
({go} to) war(-fare).[ql

  host 4756 # stratia {strat-ee'-ah} feminine of a derivative of
stratos (an army; from the base of 4766, as encamped); camp-
likeness, i.e. an army, i.e. (figuratively) the angels, the
celestial luminaries: -- {host}.[ql

  magistrate 4755 # strategos {strat-ay-gos'}; from the base of
4756 and 71 or 2233; a general, i.e. (by implication or analogy)
a (military) governor (proetor), the chief (prefect) of the
(Levitical) temple-wardens: -- captain, {magistrate}.[ql

  soldier 4754 # strateuomai {strat-yoo'-om-ahee}; middle voice
from the base of 4756; to serve in a military campaign;
figuratively, to execute the apostolate (with its arduous duties
and functions), to contend with carnal inclinations: --
{soldier}, (go to) war(-fare).[ql

  soldier 4757 # stratiotes {strat-ee-o'-tace}; from a presumed
derivative of the same as 4756; a camper-out, i.e. a (common)
warrior (literally or figuratively): -- {soldier}.[ql

  soldier 4758 # stratologeo {strat-ol-og-eh'-o}; from a
compound of the base of 4756 and 3004 (in its original sense);
to gather (or select) as a warrior, i.e. enlist in the army: --
choose to be a {soldier}.[ql

  to 4754 # strateuomai {strat-yoo'-om-ahee}; middle voice from
the base of 4756; to serve in a military campaign; figuratively,
to execute the apostolate (with its arduous duties and
functions), to contend with carnal inclinations: -- soldier, (go
{to}) war(-fare).[ql

  to 4758 # stratologeo {strat-ol-og-eh'-o}; from a compound of
the base of 4756 and 3004 (in its original sense); to gather (or
select) as a warrior, i.e. enlist in the army: -- choose {to} be
a soldier.[ql

  war 4754 # strateuomai {strat-yoo'-om-ahee}; middle voice from
the base of 4756; to serve in a military campaign; figuratively,
to execute the apostolate (with its arduous duties and
functions), to contend with carnal inclinations: -- soldier, (go
to) {war}(-fare).[ql
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 4756. Cross Reference Study

4756.

4756 stratia  * host , {4756 stratia } ,
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